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ABSTRACT 
 
Machine learning is a subarea of artificial intelligence based 
on the idea that systems can learn from data and make 
decisions automatically. Bayes Theorem is widely used in   
machine learning. The main objective of this paper is to 
classify the gender of the human being based on their face 
sketch images by using a golden ratio features and Bayes 
Classifier. This paper presents a method for human face 
sketch gender classification and recognition. It is inspired in 
our other model which was pre-trained on the same task, but 
with sixteen features and fuzzy approach. Toward this end, 
just two features will be extract from the input face sketch 
image based on two face golden ratios. The detection stage 
passes by Viola and Jones algorithm. The classification task is 
evaluated through Bayes classifier. An experimental 
evaluation demonstrates the satisfactory performance of our 
approach on CUFS database with 80% for training, 20% for 
testing. The proposed machine learning algorithm will be a 
competitor of the proposed relative the stat of the art 
approaches.     
 
Key words : CUFS Database, Facial gender recognition,  
Forensic sketches, Gender classification, Golden Ratio, 
Machine learning. 
  
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Face Gender Recognition (FGR) system is a major area for 
non-verbal language in day to day life communication. FGR 
systems have been attracted numerous researchers since they 
attempt to overcome the problems and factors weakening 
these systems including problem of images classification, also 
due to its large-scale applications in face analysis, particularly 
face recognition [1].  
Gender based separation among humans is classified into 
two: male and female [2]. Face Gender Classification (FGC) 
systems aim to automatically classify gender in a dataset of 

 
 

photos or sketches images (Figure.1). It based on 
two-dimensional images of human subjects. Currently gender 
classification and recognition from facial imagery has grown 
its importance in the computer vision field: It play a very 
important function in many fields likes, face recognition 
[1][3], forensic crime detection [4][5], facial emotion 
recognition[3] and psychologically affected patients [6], night 
surveillance [7] and Artificial Intelligence[8][9] and soon. In 
this paper it can be used to identify; fastly; a criminal person 
from his sketch for purposes of identification [10]. 
Humans have a natural behaviour and ability to extract, 
analyze, identify, and interpret informations encrypted in the 
face features likes gender.  The automatic task of facial gender 
recognition is a challenging work and explicitly difficult: 
Human gender classification and recognition can be done in 
many ways. In this paper is concerned with the gender 
classification based on two-dimensional images of people's 
face sketches. 
There is a large number of databases available for human 
sketches gender classification and recognition research, some 
of them are private and some are public. The CUFS [11] is 
most commonly used in face sketch recognition scenario[5]. 
 
 
 

                   
 

Figure 1:In the left, an input image sketch to the Facial sketch 
gender classification system. In the right, the output result. It 
indicates the detected gender with accuracy. (image is a Portrait 
purportedly of Bayes Thomas Bayes who is known for 
formulating Bayes' theorem. (images ©Victory Graphik))  
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Machine learning is a subarea of artificial intelligence based 
on the idea that systems can learn from data and make 
decisions automatically. Bayes Theorem is widely used in   
machine learning [12], including its use in a probability 
framework for fitting a model to a training dataset, referred to 
as maximum a posteriori (MAP). We can use probability to 
make predictions and also in step of developing models for 
classification predictive modeling problems such as the Bayes 
Optimal Classifier and Naive Bayes. The classifier relies on 
supervised learning for being trained for classification. It can 
be trained by determining the average vector and the 
covariance matrices of the discriminant functions for the 
abnormal and normal classes from the training data. In this 
paper, we used Bayes classifier to solve the problem of 
recognizing and classifying human gender of face sketches 
between two different classes: male and female’s face 
sketches subjects. The Naive Bayes classifier is a 
classification algorithm based on the concept of Bayes 
Theorem; it is a simple classifier that is based on the Bayes 
rules [13][14]. Bayes optimal classifier is often used to tune 
and harmony the discriminant function parameters of a given 
well-performing model on a validation database. Generally, 
there are three useful types of Naive Bayes model [15]: 
Gaussian, Multinomial and Bernoulli models. Gaussian 
model, assumes that features follow a normal distribution. 
Multinomial model, used for discrete counts and Bernoulli 
model. The binomial model is useful in binary feature vectors 
case.  
Given a random rectangle whose ratio of length to width is 
equal approximatively to 1.618, throughout history, this ratio 
has been considered the most extremely pleasing to the eye for 
eveone[16].This ratio was named the golden ratio by the 
Greeks, it is also named Phi, golden mean, golden section, 
extreme ratio, medial section, divine proportion, divine 
section, golden proportion, golden cut, golden number, and 
mean of Phidias[16] relatively to its mathematically, 
geometrically, arithmetically meaning and context use. These 
are three known numbers, Φ = 1.6180339 ..., φ = 0.6180339 
... and Φ2[17], Φ and φ often called major and minor "golden 
section/ratio". Golden ratio was used in art, architecture, 
metallic glass [18] and soon. 
The objective of this paper is to propose our approach based 
on golden ratio relationships facial and Bayes classifier to 
classify and recognize the gender of the input request face 
sketch image. This paper presents a novel method for human 
face sketches classification. The principle and the core of the 
approach include two basic aspects. The first one grants to 
extract two face ratios for the input face sketch and the second 
one allows to apply Bayes classifier by using the Gaussian 
model. The face golden ratios according to scientists are used 
to compute two golden ratios: with face and length face ratios. 
With ratio is the proportion between distance from pupil to 
pupil and the face with, from inside edge of ear to inside edge 
of ear. Height ratio is the proportion between distance from 
midpoint of eyes to mouth midpoint.  

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 
related works. Section 3 background information about 
golden rations, face ratios, naïve and optimal Bayes 
classifiers, their definitions, expressions and algorithms. In 
section 4, the proposed framework architecture of our 
approach is explained in depth. In section 5 the used Dataset 
and Experimental results. A conclusion discussion and future 
work are presented in section6.   
 
2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
There are several methods we had studied in the gender 
recognition of literature. Over the last year until Mai 2020, 
there has been a wealth of research in Human gender 
classification and recognition based on their facial images. 
Specially   in last two years (from 2018 to March 2020) many 
techniques were used in this task, for example just to name a 
few, we briefly review related methods for facial gender 
classification and recognition: In[19] authors use feature 
fusion and parameter Optimization of dual-input 
convolutional neural network for Face Gender Recognition, 
their method is called the weighting fusion.  MORPH is their 
experiments dataset. The authors of [20] use a machine 
learning based approach to recognize gender from real-life 
images. They have been trained various classifiers on many 
images from the audience benchmark with multiple train and 
test data splits. In [21] authors use motion data from multiple 
smart devices in their gender recognition approach. The 
collected motion data are according to three aspects: time, 
frequency, and wavelet domains. In [22] authors adopt a fused 
CNN of separated GEI to gender recognition in gait analysis. 
Kamarulzaman et Chi [23] use an intelligent gender 
recognition system for classification of gender in Malaysian 
demographic, emphasizing on deep learning-based gender 
recognition and HAAR Cascade classifier. In [24] the authors 
use a multi-task framework for facial attributes classification 
through end-to-end face parsing and deep CNN, they address 
three challenging problems of race, age, and gender 
recognition. In [25] authors use an Average Neural Face 
Embeddings (ANFE) method that uses facial vectors of 
people for gender recognition. In [2] we present a model 
which was pre-trained on face sketch gender classification 
and recognition task. The model is based on fuzzy hamming 
distance with geometric relationships called face ratios. We 
attempt to tune the same model for the same gender 
classification task but with just two features and we attempt to 
evaluate the approach to obtain a satisfied machine learning 
model on audience datasets.  
The golden ratio has a very special place in mathematics, in 
[26] Wars study the relationships between golden ratio and 
regular hexagons, he confirmed that in mathematics the 
golden ratio is associated with a special asocial triangle 
hexagon with some specific angles. In [16] authors explain 
the golden ratio which interrelate Vitruvian Man and Neufert 
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when modeling Human in information technology 
multimedia. Sentos et al [27] present and evaluate some 
selected statistical methods for identification of golden ratio. 
In [28] Bates describe the river Duddon volume’s golden ratio 
wheel and spiraling “Orbicular” sonnets. 
Bayes Classifiers have been used in a lot of machine learning 
for data classification, this model is able to make higher 
classification accuracy with less complexity. For example, 
such as in [29] authors apply naïve Bayes classification for 
disease prediction. In structured peer-to-peer systems the 
authors of [30] present an intelligent cooperative web caching 
approaches based on J48 decision tree and Naïve Bayes (NB) 
supervised machine learning algorithms. In [31] authors use 
Naïve Bayes classifier models for predicting the colon cancer. 
In [32] authors propose a customer behavior analysis using 
Naive Bayes with bagging homogeneous feature selection 
approach and soon. 
 

2.1 Contribution of this Work  
 

The contribution of this work can be summarized as:   
-Comprehensive performance evaluation of off line based 

facial sketch gender classification and recognition by using 
two golden ratios in the face and Bayes classifiers.  

-The development and evaluation of a geometric machine 
learning based human face sketch gender classification model 
with images from CUFS dataset, 80% for training and 20% 
for testing.  
-The proposed approach can accurately classify the right kind 
of the gender’s face sketch. It is inspired in our model [2] 
which was pre-trained on face sketch gender classification 
and recognition task with sixteen features. We tuned a 
method just with two golden ratios and Naïve Bayes 
supervised machine learning algorithms. This method 
achieves our goal by producing a classification rate reaches 
more than 74.34% for female and more than 85.38%for male 
especially in the CUFS dataset. It can be comparable with the 
stat of the art human face sketch gender Classifier algorithms.  
 
3. BACKROUND INFORMATION  
 
3.1 Naive Bayesian classification method  

 
The naive Bayesian classification is a simple method to 
implement and which provides good results, despite the 
hypothesis strong used. This learning method is supervised. 
The method is based on Bayes' theorem which assumes 
probabilistic independence characteristics of a given group. 
We denote Xi, i ∈ [0, n – 1], the vector column i of the data 
matrix Data. 
    We assume that each attribute i (column of the data matrix 
Data) can be modeled by a random variable denoted Xi for i ∈ 
[ 0, n – 1]. The membership of a data in a group is modeled by 
the random variable Y, whose values are discrete y0 = 0, y1 = 

1…. The membership of the data k (kth line of the Data 
matrix) is known and indicated in a vector called State. 

Bayes' theorem determines on which a data item 
belongs to a group yj knowing its attributes xi. 

 
 

 
(1) 

 
 Where: 

- P : is the 
probability of belonging to the group yj knowing that the 
different random variables Xi respectively take the values xi, 

- : is the probability of belonging to the group yj, 

- : is the 
probability that the different random variables Xi take the 
values xi respectively knowing that the data belongs to the 
group yj, 
- P : is the probability that 
the different random variables Xi take the values xi 
respectively. 
The naive Bayesian hypothesis assumes that all attributes are 
independent and therefore that: 
 

 

                      (2) 
 

As the denominator P  is 
independent of the group considered and 
therefore constant, we only consider the numerator: 

×P  (3) 
To determine the most likely group to which a datum z to be 
classified belongs, represented by the tuple , 
we choose the maximum probability: 
 

×                          (4) 
Among the j groups. Various probability laws are used to 
estimate , we use a Gaussian distribution 
law. 

To calculate the conditional probability  
of a datum z represented by the tuple, we use a Gaussian 
distribution of the form: 

                         (5) 
 

where and  are the mean and variance of the 
random variable Xi, estimated from the values attribute data 
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from the i-th column of the vector Data for the group 
corresponding to yj. 
 
We recall that, for a n dimension vector x:    
 

         (6)     and                 (7) 
 
3.2 Golden Ratio  
 

The irrational number (√5-1)/2 is known as phi denoted 
by Φ  /φ , defined by Euclid of Alexandra [27]. Φ  = 
1.6180339 ..., φ = 0.6180339. 
The with face ratio W_FR is the proportion between distance 
from pupil to pupil and the face with, from inside edge of ear 
to inside edge of ear. The Height face ratio H_FR is the 
proportion between distance from midpoint of eyes to mouth 
midpoint. (Figure.2). The shape of the face was perfect or 
golden when its W_FR was equal to 0.46 and H_FR   was 
equal to 0.36 (Figure.3).  
 

 
 

Figure 2: Our face sketch ratio model. It shows the 
different selecting distances to calculate  and 

 
 

 
 

Figure 3: Jessica Alba face . She has a face 
that meets the golden ratio according to 
scientists and she has the most average face 
proportions. That average was beautiful. 
{image: Daily Mirror} 

 

4. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
An overview of our proposed research methodology 
framework based on Bayes Classifier with two face ratios for 
face sketch gender classification is shown in Figure 4. In 
detail, our system has two modes, in both them, the input 
facial sketch image  and all face sketches of the dataset are 
converted to a Gray level, they are resized and cropped into 
200x250 pixels. These dimensions are chosen: It’s the 
proposed default choice of the datasets used and it is also the 
dimensions used in our related work. Facial images detection 
passes though viola johns facial detection algorithm. In the 
offline phase, the first step of the system is to normalize and to 
pretrain all sketches. For that they have been transformed into 
Gray level images and they are all cropped to 200x250 pixels. 
The same technique steps are thus used to the online mode. 
After this stage, to detect the faces of the images, we projected 
the viola and jones algorithm. The result that follows this 
second step is used to locate the 68_point_landmarks in each 
face. These 68 points will be the parameter of a geometric 
descriptor which allows to extract an identity of each face via 
the calculation of ratios  and . A vector will be 
dedicated to group these harmonious and beautiful distances 
in order. This vector represents a real proportionality with any 
other similar vector. The ratios of these distances in the vector 
have been stored as already detailed in last section 3.2. In 
online process of the face sketch gender classification system, 
given a facial sketch image, two features are extracted based 
on four distance as showed in Figure.2 and Figure.3 and 
defined in last section. These characteristics composes a 
vector of real values. This vector is considered as an identifier 
of the face image from which the values have been extracted 
and calculated. In offline process of the facial sketch gender 
classification System, the same distances used in online 
process are extracted and calculated for each facial sketch  
image request. The face ratios for each input facial sketch 
image   is then used as feature vectors for final classification 
and recognition system based on Bayes Classifier. 
 
The Bayes classifier algorithm contained five steps : Dataset 
separation by gender classes. Summarization Dataset. 
Summarization Data by classes. Gaussian probability density 
function definition and class probabilities calculation. 
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Figure 4:An overview of our proposed research methodology framework based on Bayes Classifier with two face ratios for Face sketch 
Gender Classification (FSGC) 

 
 
5. EXPERIMENTS RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
There is a large number of databases available for human face 
sketch classification and recognition research, some of them 
are public and some are private. The CUFS database [2][5][8] 
is public and most commonly used in face sketch recognition 
research. CUHK Face Sketch database (CUFS) is for research 
on face sketch synthesis and face sketch recognition. It 
includes 188 faces from the Chinese University of Hong Kong 
(CUHK) student database, 123 faces from the AR database 
and 295 faces from the XM2VTS database. There are 606 
faces in total. For each face, there is a sketch drawn by an 
artist based on a photo taken in a frontal pose, under normal 
lighting condition, and with a neutral expression. In Table 1 
CUFS gender statistics is detailed whilst the Figure.5 the 
gender distribution. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
Figure 5:Our used CUFS gender distribution 

 
To demonstrate the e ectiveness of the proposed method, we 
proceeded for acquiring the CUFS Dataset. We used 80% of 
database images for training and 20% for testing. Figure 8 
clearly illustrates step by step the results obtained as we 
progress in the process of the framework already described 
previously. in the first step the extract face sketches of the 
dataset. In the second: The cropped Face sketches. In the 
third: The extract 68 face landmarks points. In the fourth: 
calculate of the two features and in the last step:  the ratios 
vector  generated from the facial images, it is involved to 
classify the kind of the facial gender of the input facial sketch. 
The output result of Face Sketch Gender Classification 
System (FSGCS) is the probe kind of gender. TABLE 2 shows 
the Accuracy per gender for our approach based on Bayes 
classifier and two golden face ratios. It reports the facial 
sketch gender classification and recognition accuracies using 
a supervised machine algorithm based on probability. We 

Database 
name 

Male 
Images 

Female 
Images 

Total 
images 

CUHK 133 54 188 
  AR 74 49 123 

XM2VTS 179 116 295 

 Table 1: The Gender statistics from CUFS Dataset 
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calculate two posteriors using gaussian naive Bayes classifier, 
it is probably the most popular type of Bayes: 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Table 2: The Gender statistics from CUFS Dataset 

 
 
 
 
      Figures 6 shows comparison of cumulative match scores 
in our facial images gender classification method using Bayes 
classifier. It measures the percentage of the probe gender.  
The x-axis represents the gender and the y-axis represents the 
classification rate. The results clearly demonstrate the 
superiority of our algorithm to more classify male, but the last 
rate of classification is that of the female gender. The result 
tests deduct that the estimate rate reaches more than 74.34% 
for male and more than 85.38% for female. In Figure.7. a 
comparison between our method and our last face sketch 
gender recognition other approach [2]. Two approaches help 
to better recognize the male gender but not able the recognize 
the female gender. This accuracy inequality is due to some 
parameters analyzed in [1] where the authors present a 
comprehensive analysis of how and why face recognition 
accuracy differs between men and women. We recall that in 
face sketch gender recognition approach based on Bayes 
classifier we use just two golden face ratio features, however 
the second approach based on FHD (Fuzzy Hamming 

Distance) and averages method [2] we use sixteen features 
and the result accuracy is almost the same approximately. 
 
 
 

 
Figure 6: Performance of Golden ratio and Bayes Classifier 
approach vs Gender (CUFS Database) 

 
 

 
Figure 7: Comparison between our machine learning 
approaches for FSGCS 

 

  

Figure 8:The process of our FSGCS, column1: extract of the dataset photos/input facial images. Column 2: cropped images. Column 3: 
extract the 68 face landmarks points. Column 4: calculate of two features and Column 5:  the ratio vector generated from the facial sketches; 
it is involved to estimate the kind of gender. The output result of FSGCS is the probe kind of gender of the input facial images. 

 
 

 
 

Gender Female  Male   
Accuracy % 74.34% 85.38% 
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To use our algorithm perfectly: 
-Large and labelled face sketch dataset is needed with facial 
images useful for gender classification. 
-Facial frontal and net images are needed, Figure.  
-A structured and multiple computing power are required for 
training and testing stages. 
 -Large memory, powerful operating system and efficient 
platform are demanded. 
 
6. CONCLUSION 
 
This paper proposes a new geometrical approach for facial 
gender recognition. The method is based on Bayes classifier 
and two golden Face Ratios. We used two features based on 
the with face ratio and  the Height face ratio . We 
tested our method on CUFS dataset and the results is very 
satisfactory. Our work is inspired by the recent successful 
methods that showed that relatively simple geometrics 
features could be used to give good performance in machine 
learning algorithms based framework. Our approach Can be 
useful in the process of identification of the criminal and the 
future work will include a comparison of our algorithms with 
other algorithms on the domain, it will include also an 
automatic  decrease in the number of the features used in our 
last face sketch gender recognition other approach[2]. 
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